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Dear Dimtry Medevedev & Vladimir Putin,
Putin, I don't expect you to be ready for Love-talk.
I do the words!
You the weapons...
So, lets stick to war-talk.

No crosswords in Cuba
News yesterday, the Russian answer to USA in Poland-Georgie:
'USA want to start a social project'.
Okééé....
But the Whitehouse igoneres my sites completely. A sign to me. Red flag.
Thus:
'Russian senctences don't influence the brains of the USA-administration at all for the movement from
war into Love'.
Food-shortage in Europe
●

●
●

Spain is the first EU-country that has to come forward with some consequences of
water-mismanagement.
Spain has invested water in real-estate in stead of agriculture.
Now they discover that farmers have not enough water to grow fruit & vegatables.
Supermarkets will be empty.
When people have NO food, they don't need real-estate either.

Putin, you and Bush both need war-talk.....
●

I want you to move on - in your talks - from weapons to water & food.
Don't talk about defence-strategies or military-tools anymore!

●

Just explain to the people that within 10 years Russia & Europe will be confronted with foodshortages. You have to educate the people.
Talks to Universities, farmers, simple people... in Russia, Urkain, Georgie, Estonia, Scandinavia...
other contries....
Open a NEW WEBSITE for this Journey into the Future
Out line to the people 'what you are going to do about it'.
Use 'simple language'.
Make the people part of the solutions; give individuals with solutions a place on the website.

Want you to ignore ALL war-talk produced by USA.
Your brain will break. Good.
Because we have only 10 years time....

Kremlin-site informs about talks with Jordan.
● ICC-talks have to take place in a triangle with Portugal.
The Portugese Police Lisabon knows me very well.
They need to anticipate on natural disasters together with Spain, anyway.
●

Yesterday NL-AVOs were on the news, outlining the future between Russia and the rest
of the World. Persons who want me to be tortured by ICC, analyze the Russian-war....
They ' assume history will repeat itself' = a new cold-war. Shut up!

●

I noticed 'Medvedev has choosen his words with Ban Ki-moon very carefully'
= he pushes him away, knowing UN want ICC to be a Hitler-court. Good.
But NL Loves to create war, so its also stupid in the same time.
NATO will become more agressive, because CDA-members will protect Balkenende from
a trail in front of the ICC-judge. Media assists NATO in this.
Russia will lose 'the battle for words in the media'.
You don't implement the senctences needed to stop NL.

●

Hopefully your talks with Jordan will give you the strenght to be more
straightforward to the World about the fact that NL want war.
You have to put to truth about NL on the table, whether you like it or not.
Haags Studiecentrum voor Strategische Studies, Rob de Wijk.
In NL there's 1 man who could have stoped all the madness in 2006. Rob de Wijk.
He manipulated me into the ICC-case.
Afther the Dutch supreme court proved to be a terrorist, he could have made that court judge on my file
against Balkenende & co. Could have stopped me being tortured by local authorities in Bloemendaal.
But he rather watches me suffer... and prefers to create WOIII...
In those days I already senced:'WOIII'.
I was not strong enough 'to nail him in WOIII in 2006', but today I am.
Russia, Jordan & Portugal can send him a fax:
'Explanation - based on the letter you send to D - if you want national security or war'.

If you want Love, talk from Love
If you want war, talk about war
Have a straightforward day, anchored in my EQ,
desiree stokkel
donkerelaan 39
2061 jk bloemendaal nederland
+31 23 5279457
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